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Significant Grass Fuel Loading 
From the 2010 Growing Season 

Minimal new grasses due to the 
lack of precipitation below 
average soil moisture
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Stanton County, KS- March 22, 2011- 38,000 Acres
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March- Composite Precipitation Analogs April- Composite Precipitation Analogs

Provided By Klaus Wolter-Climate Diagnostic Center
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May- Composite Precipitation Analogs June- Composite Precipitation Analogs

Provided By Klaus Wolter-Climate Diagnostic Center
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http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predictions/long_range/lead02/off02_temp.gif
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 Above average fire potential across the plains of southeast Colorado and southwest Kansas has been slow to decrease 
this spring, with severe to exceptional drought conditions in place. Though a significant green-up is unlikely for this 
area, an increase in humidity should decrease the potential during the next couple of weeks. Just to the west, recent 
large fire activity (Bear, Purgatoire) in the southern Front Range foothills has verified expected above average fire 
activity that’s been forecast for that area since early spring. Long-term precipitation deficits,  severe drought 
conditions and occasional wind events may keep the southern Front Range region  active until the onset of the 
Southwest Monsoon in early to mid July. 

 Fire potential is forecast to increase to above average across the south central and southwest portion of Colorado, 
generally below 8000 feet. Though snowpack is currently above average in the San Juan mountains, expected drying 
and above average temperatures may increase the fire potential to above average prior to the onset of the monsoon at 
the lower elevations. Precipitation deficits were significant in this area during the winter and early spring months, 
however recent wet trends has decreased forecast confidence for this area. 

 No significant change in the forecast over northern portions of the RMA. Below Average fire potential is forecast over 
much of northern sections, and higher elevations of the Colorado Mountains through July. Average fire season 
conditions will likely return to these areas late in the summer, except for below average conditions lingering over the 
high country of Colorado.

 Bottom-line: Lingering La Nina affects could keep fire potential above average over southern portions of Colorado 
through early July, or until monsoon moisture pushes northward this summer. Recent large fire activity over the 
southern Front Range region has verified conditions in that area.  A late start to fire season appears to be in the cards 
this year across northern sections of the RMA with a significant late spring snowpack to contend with, flooding, and 
more precipitation during the month of June. 
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